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1 Executive summary 

1.1 Proposal 

Transport for NSW has proposed much needed safety improvements on Cleveland 
Street, between City Road, Camperdown and Anzac Parade, Moore Park. We 
proposed to deliver intersection upgrades including removing right turns, adding 
turning arrows at intersections and decreasing the speed limit from 50km/h to 40km/h. 
This would deliver improved road safety for all road users by reducing the likelihood 
of crashes and improving travel reliability along Cleveland Street. 

Investigations carried out by Transport show there were 217 reported crashes on 
Cleveland Street, between City Road and Anzac Parade, with 42 serious injuries and 
one death, in the five years to 31 December, 2019. Around 12 per cent can be 
attributed to motorists turning right and over 30 per cent were rear end crashes. 

The number of road users travelling on this section of Cleveland Street has reached a 
daily average of over 49,000.  

Removing right turns and lowering the speed limit are the most effective ways to 
improve safety for all road users including pedestrians.  

Our upgrades will help to encourage active transport users to walk or cycle to their 
local restaurants, cafes or the many other local shopping experiences. 

We have listened to the community, conducted traffic counts and reviewed safety 
statistics to find this section of road needs safety improvements. 

Cleveland Street 

• The speed limit will be reduced to 40km/h along Cleveland Street, between City 
Road and Anzac Parade. 

Elizabeth Street and Cleveland Street intersection 

• Installing new traffic lights with turning arrows to hold vehicles at the stop line 
while pedestrians cross Cleveland Street and Elizabeth Street  

• An existing overhead traffic light post will be upgraded to make it easier to see at 
a distance and help prevent vehicle collisions. 

Wilton Street, Walker Street and Cleveland Street intersection 

• Installing new traffic lights with turning arrows to hold vehicles at the stop line 
while pedestrians cross Cleveland Street, Wilton Street and Walker Street  

• Removing the right turn from Cleveland Street into Wilton Street  
• Removing the right turn from Cleveland Street into Walker Street  
• Installing “No Right Turn” signs. 

Young Street, Marlborough Street and Cleveland Street intersection 

• Installing new traffic lights with turning arrows to hold vehicles at the stop line 
while pedestrians cross Cleveland Street and Young Street  

• Removing the right turn from Cleveland Street into Young Street  
• Installing “No Right Turn” signs. 
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Crown Street and Cleveland Street intersection 

• Installing new traffic lights with turning arrows to hold vehicles at the stop line 
while pedestrians cross Crown Street and Baptist Street  

• Returning the left turn from Cleveland Street into Baptist Street  
• Removing the right turn from Cleveland Street into Crown Street  
• Installing “No Right Turn” signs. 

Bourke Street and Cleveland Street intersection 

• Installing new traffic lights with turning arrows to hold vehicles at the stop line 
while pedestrians cross Bourke Street  

• Removing the right turn from Cleveland Street into Bourke Street  
• Installing “No Right Turn” signs. 

1.2 Engagement summary 

In February and March 2021 community engagement was conducted on the 
proposed changed to Cleveland Street. Community and road user feedback was 
collected using on-line platforms, including a survey where road users could provide 
their comments about the proposed safety improvements. Respondents were also 
able to send mail, phone in or email their feedback to Transport.  

The campaign reached 93,283 people. 997 respondents to the survey, with 667 
completing the online survey, 26 providing feedback by phone, 118 by email and zero 
by mail. 

 39,000 local residents and businesses were reached by mail. 
 The local community are highly engaged, concerned for safety and were not 

supportive of all of the proposed safety improvements.  
 The majority of respondents to the survey travelled Cleveland Street using 

more than one mode of transport, with the preferred modes being car (87%) or 
walking (83%) through this section of road. 

 50,071 people were reached by social media and 1,676 watched our video. 
 563 respondents subscribed to the project database to be kept informed, with 

the majority choosing email as their preferred form of communication. 
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Figure 1 Infographics 

 

 

1.3 Decision 

Based on this information and as a result of community feedback, we will conduct 
additional traffic counts and noise assessments in the surrounding streets off 
Cleveland Street in the work area. This decision has been made as around half of 
the respondents to the proposal were most concerned about the increase in traffic 
and safety impacts on local roads. Once the studies are completed we’ll update the 
community with the findings, before any changes are made on the network. 

We will also further investigate the Cleveland Street and Bourke Street intersection, 
which has two issues creating congestion: the bus stop which is very close to the 
intersection and the right hand turn movement. Transport will investigate 
rationalising bus stop locations on Cleveland Street, which are close together, to 
reduce the weaving and stop start movements they generate near intersections. 

The community and road users will be kept informed as the investigations progress. 
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2 Introduction 

2.1.1 Background 

Cleveland Street is a key east-west connection. During peak periods traffic banks up 
as road users wait for the chance to turn right, at the same time many others weave 
in and out of traffic to avoid these bottle necks. 

Transport’s proposed safety upgrades would include changes to the traffic lights at 
five intersections and removing right turns at Walker and Wilton, Young, Crown and 
Bourke Street intersections. We will also reduce the speed limit to 40km/h along all 
of Cleveland Street, between City Road and Anzac Parade. Removing the right 
turns and reducing the speed limit are the most effective ways to improve safety for 
more than 49,000 motorists, cyclists and pedestrians who use this stretch of 
Cleveland Street every day. 

Locals and visitors to the area will be able to safely access and enjoy the local 
restaurants, cafes and shopping experiences. 

Left turn arrows would be added to five sets of traffic lights between Bourke Street 
and Elizabeth Street. The upgraded lights will be rearranged so red arrows hold 
vehicles in place as pedestrians cross the street. This improvement is part of wider 
safety upgrades being rolled out by Transport across the state. 

As well as improving safety for all road users, we also expect these changes to 
increase travel reliability and reduce congestion. 

2.1.2 Methodology 

Transport for NSW sought comment from users on the proposed safety 
improvements. We worked within the COVID-19 pandemic restrictions to safeguard 
the community and our staff whilst doing our best to connect with the community. 

A short online survey was created to collect contact details and comments from all 
road users that we were able to reach via our paid communications channels with 
additional reach to the community achieved through free to air media coverage. The 
survey questions are in Appendix A, and samples of our collateral are in Appendices 
B-G. 

The results were collated to understand the demographics, and views of participants 
about the proposed changes. 
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3 Engagement approach 

Our community engagement was targeted at local residents, businesses and 
stakeholders in the suburbs of Surry Hills, Strawberry Hills, Redfern, Moore Park, 
Paddington and Chippendale. Through social media we were also able to reach 
visitors to the area, regular users of the road, as well as people from surrounding 
suburbs.  

Due to the COVID-19 situation and social distancing requirements we designed our 
engagement collateral to minimise risk to our staff, the community and stakeholders. 

The social distancing requirements during the COVID-19 pandemic restricted face to 
face meetings to small controlled groups, information sessions were not an option, 
despite this the community was still given the opportunity to have a say. Transport for 
NSW developed a consultation and engagement strategy that would overcome 
barriers to reaching the target audience and use platforms for genuine and 
meaningful engagement without compromising the health and safety of staff or the 
community. 

The project team met and spoke on the phone with interested community members 
and representatives from a local community group who through the consultation 
process provided Transport for NSW with feedback acquired from 330 local residents, 
this feedback has been included and considered as part of this report. 

A project website page was developed to act as the central information source. 
Collateral, a 30 second video and imagery were also developed for the engagement. 
All collateral and media invited community members to provide comments and 
feedback on the proposed safety improvements, via an on-line questionnaire. The 
project website also provided additional methods for the community to provide 
feedback such as email and a phone number.  

Consultation needed to reach local community members and transient out of area 
road users so a combination of traditional, digital and social media platforms used 
achieved a paid audience reach of 93,283. Mainstream media increased out of area 
audience awareness, however this has not been included in the engagement reach. 
We received a community response of 667 questionnaires completed and a database 
of 563 subscribers established for ongoing project communications.  

Community engagement was open for two weeks between 18 February and 4 March.  

3.1 Objectives  

• To inform community and stakeholders of the proposed changes and the benefits. 
• To encourage the community and stakeholders to have their say on the proposed 

changes. 
• To collect information from the questionnaire including contact details, responses 

to specific questions and overall sentiment. 
• To build a database of community members interested or affected by the project 

who we could continue to engage with and inform as the project progressed. 
• To inform the project on learnings and outcomes from stakeholder and community 

engagement. 
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3.2 How engagement was done  

An online survey was developed to collect information from all Cleveland Street 
users that we were able to reach via a suite of traditional and digital communications 
channels. See Table 2. 

 

Table 1 Communication tools and channels used to promote the community 
engagement and the number of people reached 

Engagement Dates  Target audience Detail Audience 
reach1 

Letterbox drop 
(Appendix C) 

Thurs 18 
Feb 

Local residents and 
businesses 

6 page 
Community 
Update 

39,000 

Email outbound 
(Appendix E) 

Thurs 18 
Feb 

Community groups, 
Businesses and 
other important 
stakeholders 

Contained 
information 
about the 
project and link 
to the website 

341 

Website  
(Appendix C) 

Thurs 18 
Feb 

Visitors to the 
project page 

Contained 
information 
about the 
project 

3,727 unique 
page views 

Facebook posts x 2 
(Appendix G) 

17 Feb, 
18 Feb 

Residents, 
businesses and 
visitors in the area 
and surrounding 
suburbs  

Paid adverts 
with link to the 
website 

50,071 

Media Release 
(Appendix B) 

Thurs 18 
Feb 

Local and state 
media channels 

 n/a 

1800 number 
(inbound) 

Ongoing Local residents and 
all Cleveland Street 
road users 

Number on all 
collateral 

26 

Email (inbound) Ongoing Local residents and 
all Cleveland Street 
road users 

Email on all 
collateral 

118 

Media 23,24 
Feb  

Daily Telegraph 

Sydney Morning 
Herald 

7NEWS 

 n/a 

                                                 

 

 
1 During the engagement period. 
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3.3 Engagement outcome 

Consultation needed to reach local community members and transient out of area 
Cleveland Street road users so a combination of paid traditional, digital and social 
media platforms used achieved an audience reach of 93,283. Coupled with 
engaging key messaging and content the campaign: 

 997 surveys were procured community response 
 563 respondents subscribed to the project database for updates 
 email (84%) was a popular method chosen for ongoing communication 
 people as far as Shellharbour, Moss Vale, Liverpool and the Central Coast 

participated in this questionnaire. See Figure 3. 

3.3.1 Survey  

667 respondents provided their residential postcode, and 563 respondents lived local 
to the project area.  

 84% of respondents reside in Darlinghurst, Surry Hills, Redfern, Waterloo and 
Zetland. 

 30% of respondents from Surry Hills/Darlinghurst. 
 43% of respondents from Redfern. 

See Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2 Respondent’s home postcode 

2010 – Surry Hills/ Darlinghurst 

2016 – Redfern 

2017 – Waterloo/Zetland  

Other – all other postcodes 
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The respondents to the survey live all over Greater Sydney, and as far away as 
Rouse Hill. See Figure 3 for survey communications reach. 

 

Figure 3 Survey communications reach. 
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 85% (581) respondents drive through the area, while 81% (555) walk 

 342 respondents travel on public transport  

 Pedestrian and active transport is high in this area 

o 555 walk 

o 74 respondents cycle through the area, with the local suburb having 
some cycleway provisions 

o 50 respondents travel by scooter or skateboard 

• For this question there were 687 responses 3 skipped. See Figure 4. 
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Figure 4 How do you typically travel through the area? Select all that apply. 

 

3.3.3 Establishment of community and Stakeholder database  

The preferred communications for respondents to be kept informed were 
predominantly by electronic and digital communication platforms. Up to 563 
community members subscribed to the project database, some choosing multiple 
methods for receiving project updates. Email was by far the preferred option.  

 563 by email  
 317 by SMS text message 
 371 by post 
 261 by phone 

For this question there were 668 responses, 2 skipped. See Figure 5. 

 
Figure 5 Preferred method for project communication. 
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4 Feedback and Transport’s response 

We received feedback from 1,649 community members with some instances of 
respondents making multiple contributions. There were: 

 997 survey respondents 
o 667 complete surveys 
o 330 partially complete surveys 

 178 Facebook comments 
 330 comments from local community group  
 118 email comments 
 26 phone comments. 

The main topics discussed include concerns about impacts such as increased traffic 
congestion and reduced access to businesses and residential properties; and 
suggestions such as removing right turns from alternative roads, implementing the 
proposed changes for peak hours only, and changing parking restrictions.  

Main concerns expressed from survey respondents: 

 48% concerned for increased side street traffic  
 44% concerned for pedestrian safety 
 38% concerned for traffic flow  
 38% concerned for travel times and 37.8% for cyclist safety. 

See Figure 6 for an outline of key topics raised. For this question there were 674 
responses, 16 skipped. 

 

Figure 6 Key topics raised and the number of times each was mentioned. 
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 67% drivers queuing across intersections 
 65% drivers changing lanes recklessly. 

Other most commonly observed negative driver behaviour was: 

 40% speeding 
 38% drivers turning on red lights 
 35% drivers breaking suddenly. 

 

The queuing and lane changes are typically a result of drivers turning right, which 
supports our project objectives. Similarly the speeding supports the reduction of 
speed from 50km/h to 40km/h. 

For this question there were 538 responses, 152 skipped. See Figure 7 for observed 
driver behaviour. 

 

Figure 7 What driver behaviour have you observed on Cleveland Street? Select all 
that apply. 

 

 

Respondents observed that there was lots of negative pedestrian behaviour on this 
section of Cleveland Street. See Figure 8. The top three concerns being: 

 68% Pedestrians crossing against the lights 
 66% Pedestrians jaywalking 
 53% Pedestrians stepping out onto the road. 

For this question there were 441 responses, 249 skipped. 
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Figure 8 What pedestrian behaviour have you observed on Cleveland Street? Select 
all that apply. 

 

 

As part of our work we would re-arrange how four intersections on Cleveland Street 
work. This includes removing the ability for vehicles to turn right from Cleveland Street 
into: 

 Wilton Street 
 Walker Street 
 Young Street 
 Crown Street 
 Bourke Street 

 

Respondents were asked if they thought removing each of the five no right turns 
would improve safety for motorists and pedestrians. A total of 685 responses were 
received to this question with most respondents thinking the removal of right hand 
turns at Bourke Street and Crown Street would not improve safety. 

As shown in Figure 9 below: 

 69.3% (475) of respondents were against a removal of the right turn improving 
safety at Bourke Street intersection whilst 28.0% (192) of respondents 
supported or had a neutral view  

 71.5% (490) of respondents were against a removal of the right turn improving 
safety at Crown Street intersection whilst 25.8% (177) of respondents 
supported or had a neutral view  

 46.6% (391) of respondents supported or had a neutral view regarding a 
removal of the right turn improving safety at Young Street intersection 
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 49.2% (337) of respondents supported or had a neutral view regarding the 
removal of the right hand turn improving safety at Walker Street intersection 

 52.3% (358) of respondents supported or had a neutral view regarding the 
removal of the right hand turn improving safety at Wilton Street intersection. 

For this question there were 685 responses, 5 skipped. 

 

Figure 9 Do you think removing right turns at the following locations will improve 
safety for motorists and pedestrians? 

 

 

As part of this project we are looking to reduce the speed limit along all of Cleveland 
Street from 50km/h to 40km/h.  

Introducing a 40km/h urban limit is part of a nationwide strategy to improve safety for 
areas identified as high risk as they have a high level of road traffic and pedestrian 
activity. 

Respondents were asked if they agree that Cleveland Street is a busy CBD zone with 
high levels of traffic including small suburban shopping strips and high pedestrian 
traffic area. 
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 More than half (58%) of the respondents agreed to a reduction in speed limit 
from 50km/h to 40km/h. 

 Almost a third (27%) did not support the speed reduction. 

Open text was provided for respondents to make comment, and the vast majority 
made comment. See Figure 10. 

For this question, there were 681 responses, 9 skipped. 

 

Figure 10 40km/h urban limit is part of a nationwide strategy to improve safety for 
areas identified as high risk as they have a high level of road traffic and road users 
including pedestrians, Would you agree that Cleveland Street is a busy CBD zone 
with high levels of traffic including small suburban shopping strips and high pedestrian 
traffic area? 

  

 

Respondents were asked what benefit the planned changes to Cleveland Street 
would be to the community. This was not a compulsory question so respondents 
could have chosen no benefit and skipped the question.  See Figure 11. We received 
667 responses citing benefits: 

 1 in 2 said slower speeds  
 Almost 1 in 3 said road safety  
 approximately 1 in 4 said pedestrian safety 
 1 in 5 said less traffic on local roads. 

Slower speed followed by road safety were the strongest benefits as viewed by the 
respondents. 
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Figure 11 From the planned changes to Cleveland Street, what do you think will 
benefit the community? Select all that apply. 

 

 

4.1 Summary of other feedback  

4.1.1 Communications 

4.1.1.1 Social Media 

Social media proved a great way to get in touch with many of our stakeholders. We 
posted both a video and a targeted post. The content of the comments were in line 
with those recorded in the survey. See Appendix G. 

 We reached 50,071 Facebook users. 
 Two posts were posted, one running 19 February – 25 February, the second 

running 25 February – 4 March. 
 The first post included a 30 second video, which was viewed by 1,676 people. 
 178 comments were made. 

4.1.1.2 Email 

Email was one of the other options to contact the project team with feedback. The 
content of the emails received were like those recorded in the survey.  

118 community members contacted us by email, with most wanting to be added to 
our database for future communications about the project. 

See Appendix E. 

4.1.1.3 1800 phone number 

We were able to be called on our 1800 number, with callers leaving a message and 
have us call them back. 26 calls were received. The content of the calls was similar 
to what was recorded in the survey. 
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4.1.1.4 Mail 

39,000 notifications were distributed to the local and business community. See 
Appendix C for a copy of the notification and Appendix D for the distribution area. 

Mail was available as a method of communication. We did not receive any letters. 

4.1.1.5 Website 

Our website was a central part of our communication methods and will continue to be 
the best place to provide the latest information and updates to the community: 
nswroads.work/cleveland. 

 There were 3,727 unique views to the project website for the period. 
 Around 18% of project website visitors (4,430 page views) visited the project 

website more than once.  
 49% of the project website visits came from Facebook, 28% from 

organic/search (search engines like Google) and 20.02% direct (web URL 
typed in directly). 

 There were around 250 page views of the project web page starting on the 
first day of the survey (18 February), peaking at 750 on 23 February, the same 
day as our second Facebook post. 

4.1.1.6 Community Action Group 

A Community Action Group, named the Cleveland Street Action Group (CSAG), was 
formed independently by the local community. A Community Consultation Report was 
provided to Transport on 5 March, and forms part of this report. See Appendix H for a 
sample of the report. 

 410 community members. 
 330 completed an independent survey created by the CSAG, with a report 

provided to Transport.  
 The majority of respondents did not support the installation of no right turns. 
 The main concern was that there would be increased traffic and therefore 

increased risk on side streets. 
 Almost half supported the speed reduction from 50km/h to 40km/h. 
 Almost all respondents (95%) lived in the area (Redfern and Surry Hills), 

which was not dissimilar to Transport’s survey response of 82% 
(encompassing Darlinghurst/Surry Hills, Redfern and Waterloo/Zetland). 

 93% of respondents are against stopping the right turns. 
 96% of respondents are concerned about the safety of displacing traffic from 

Cleveland Street into local streets. 
 Half of respondents do not see any benefits to the changes. Most do not even 

believe traffic flow will be improved. 

See Appendix I for a sample of the CSAG website, and Appendix J for the social 
media page. 

4.2 Transport responses 

As a result of community feedback, we will do additional traffic counts and noise 
assessments on local roads. Bourke Street has two issues creating congestion, the 
bus stop at the intersection and the right hand turn. Transport will investigate 
rationalising the bus stop locations to reduce congestion. 
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See Table 2 for a summary of questions asked and issues raised during this 
engagement and Transport’s response. 

 

Table 2 Transport responses to the most frequently asked questions 

COMMUNITY FEEDBACK ISSUE SUMMARY 

CONCERNS ABOUT THE REMOVAL OF ALL FIVE RIGHT HAND TURNS 

ISSUE RESPONSE 

 

Removing the right hand 
turns will push more traffic 
down quiet local roads, many 
of which are one way streets, 
and cause safety problems 
for local residents and their 
children. Rat running will 
increase. 

We are aware of the community concern about safety risks on local roads. 
We will continue to work closely with the City of Sydney Council to 
investigate further safety improvements for the local area. 

The crash rate along Cleveland Street is more than twice the NSW Urban 
Road State Average. This crash rate is concerning and makes Cleveland 
Street one of Sydney's most dangerous roads, which is why we have 
proposed these safety improvements. 

Over the last decade the NSW Government has made attempts to 
improve safety on Cleveland Street by lowering the speed limit, increasing 
traffic light visibility, installing pedestrian fencing and other measures. 
Despite these improvements we still believe the crash rate is too high with 
around almost 80 per cent of the crashes on this corridor happening at 
intersections with traffic lights.  

Removing the right turns at the proposed intersections and reducing the 
speed limit are effective ways to improve safety for motorists, cyclists and 
pedestrians who use this stretch of Cleveland Street every day.  

Right now, around one in eight people travelling on Cleveland Street turn 
right at the intersections where turns are being removed. The busiest 
movement, the right turn from Cleveland Street into Crown Street, is used 
by around 250 vehicles an hour, or four cars a minute. These figures are 
based on traffic counts from 2019 carried out in the AM and PM peak 
periods.  

In addition to the original analysis which informed this project, and in 
response to community feedback, we will be carrying out further traffic and 
noise studies as part of our environmental approvals. We will pay specific 
attention to local roads like Mort Street, Boronia Lane and Rainford Street 
to ensure there are no unintended consequences from our proposal.  

As outlined in our communications, the detour routes provided are 
suggestions only as we cannot know where every journey is starting, or 
ending. Individuals will make their own personalised choices about moving 
in and around their suburb. 
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Removing the right hand 
turns will make it harder for 
me to get home or to work 
each day. 

We acknowledge the proposal may disrupt the way some road users 
move in and around their suburb. We try to minimise impacts on local 
communities wherever possible while also balancing the purpose of the 
project which is to improve safety for all road users of Cleveland Street.  

Removing the right turns and reducing the speed limit are effective ways 
to improve safety for motorists, cyclists and pedestrians who use this 
stretch of Cleveland Street every day. 

Despite the removal of these turns, access to all parts of Redfern and 
Surry Hills will be maintained. Our suggested detours – people may 
choose to use alternative routes - should only add a few minutes to each 
journey but will improve safety for the 49,000 daily motorists, pedestrians 
and cyclists using this corridor. 

We will work closely with the City of Sydney Council to monitor vehicle 
movements in the area and ensure safety is continually improved.  

Removing the right hand 
turns will cause drivers to 
speed through local streets 
and become more 
aggressive. 

Currently there are numerous traffic calming devices along local streets to 
physically slow traffic and prevent speeding. Examples include speed 
cushions on Boronia Lane, raised pedestrian crossings on Baptist Street, 
continuous footpath treatments on Ridge Street. We will continue to 
monitor safety in the area and work with council to make further changes 
to improve safety if necessary. 

The enforcement of traffic laws remains a primary responsibility of the 
NSW Police. This includes customers disobeying road rules and other 
hazardous behaviour. You can contact Surry Hills Police Station on (02) 
9265 4144 to report customers disobeying road rules and other hazardous 
behaviour. 

Removing the right hand 
turns will increase congestion 
in the area. 

We will continue to monitor traffic congestion and safety in the area and 
work with council to make changes if necessary. The proposed changes 
are not expected to increase congestion. 

The NSW Government is funding this project as part of the NSW Safer 
Roads Program to improve road safety for all road users. Cleveland Street 
has a crash rate twice as high as the NSW Urban Road State Average. 
This crash rate is concerning and makes Cleveland Street one of 
Sydney's most dangerous roads. 

Over the last decade the NSW Government has made attempts to 
improve safety on Cleveland Street by lowering the speed limit, increasing 
traffic light visibility, installing pedestrian fencing and other measures. 
Despite these improvements we still believe the crash rate is too high with 
almost 80 per cent of the crashes on this corridor happening at 
intersections with traffic lights. 

Removing the right turns at the proposed intersections and reducing the 
speed limit are the most effective ways to improve safety for motorists, 
cyclists and pedestrians who use this stretch of Cleveland Street every 
day. 
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Removing these right hand 
turns will mean less people 
will use active transport and 
public transport options. 

We support the use of public transport and encourage active transport. 
We are guided by the NSW government’s Future Transport Strategy 
which prioritises pedestrian safety in order to enhance the liveability of our 
communities. 

We do not anticipate removing the right hand turns will mean less people 
will use active transport and public transport options. Our proposed 
changes will improve safety and could make active transport a more 
attractive option to the local community. 

As a further safety feature, left turn arrows will be added to five sets of 
traffic lights between Bourke Street and Elizabeth Street. The upgraded 
lights will be rearranged so red arrows hold vehicles in place as 
pedestrians cross the street, improving safety for pedestrians. 

Have you considered other 
ways of increasing safety 
along Cleveland Street? For 
example instead of removing 
the right hand turns could 
other measures be 
considered like traffic 
calming measures or 
changes to the traffic light 
sequencing? 

Yes. Peak only right turn restrictions were considered however were ruled 
out. Motorists are less likely to comply with timed turns, making them less 
effective than removing right turns for 24 hours. 

Changes to light sequencing were considered but ruled out as they would 
not offer any additional safety benefits over our proposed option and 
would have significant impacts on traffic flow. 

Removing the right turns and reducing the speed limit are effective ways 
to improve safety for motorists, cyclists and pedestrians who use this 
stretch of Cleveland Street every day. 

 

The proposed changes are 
pushing cars off the main 
road and into side roads, 
increasing local traffic. This 
makes local community 
members concerned about 
the safety and access impact 
to the local amenity. 

We will continue to work closely with the City of Sydney Council to 
address your feedback. We try to minimise impacts on local communities 
wherever possible while also balancing the project benefits and 
improvement to the overall road network. However, removing the right 
turns and reducing the speed limit are the most effective ways to improve 
safety for motorists, cyclists and pedestrians who use this stretch of 
Cleveland Street every day. 

The crash rate along Cleveland Street is more than twice the NSW Urban 
Road State Average. This crash rate is concerning and makes Cleveland 
Street one of Sydney's most dangerous roads. 

Right now, only one in eight people travelling on Cleveland Street turn 
right at the intersections where turns are being removed. The busiest 
intersection, the right turn from Cleveland Street into Crown Street, is 
used by around 250 vehicles an hour, or four cars a minute. These figures 
are based on traffic counts from 2019 carried out in the AM and PM peak 
periods. 

We anticipate that this will keep more traffic on main roads such as 
Cleveland Street and South Dowling Street, not the other way around. As 
people using local roads will be locals rather than people passing through.  
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PROJECT PURPOSE 

ISSUE RESPONSE 

The biggest issue are buses 
which use Cleveland Street. 
These cause congestion, make 
road users serve in and out of 
traffic, and make driving 
conditions less safe. Buses are 
the issue not the turns. 

Transport supports the prioritisation of public transport use on our 
main roads where possible.  

We also recognise Bourke Street has two issues creating congestion, 
the bus stop at the intersection and the right hand turn. There are 
several bus stops along Cleveland Street, some of which may be 
under used. We will also investigate current and potential future bus 
stop locations with a view to reducing the number of motorists 
weaving in traffic. We will update the community as we progress our 
investigations.  

The changes are not really about 
safety, instead this project is 
clearly designed to improve traffic 
flow for road users travelling on 
Cleveland Street, at the expense 
of local residents. 

The NSW Government is funding this project as part of the NSW Safer 
Roads Program to improve road safety for all road users. The crash 
rate along Cleveland Street is more than twice the NSW Urban Road 
State Average. This crash rate is concerning and makes Cleveland 
Street one of Sydney's most dangerous roads.  

Over the last decade the NSW Government has made attempts to 
improve safety on Cleveland Street by lowering the speed limit, 
increasing traffic light visibility, installing pedestrian fencing and other 
measures. Despite these improvements we still believe the crash rate 
is too high with almost 80 per cent of the crashes on this corridor 
happening at intersections with traffic lights.  

Removing the right turns at the proposed intersections and reducing 
the speed limit are effective ways to improve safety for motorists, 
cyclists and pedestrians who use this stretch of Cleveland Street every 
day.  

Decreasing the speed limit to 40km/hr will have further safety benefits 
for pedestrians and drivers. Studies have shown that a pedestrian is 
almost twice more likely to survive being hit at 40km/hr than when the 
driver is travelling just 10km/hr faster. To learn more about how 
vehicle speed affects road safety please visit the NSW Government's 
dedicated resource at 
https://roadsafety.transport.nsw.gov.au/speeding/index.html. 

As a further safety feature, left turn arrows will be added to five sets 
of traffic lights between Bourke Street and Elizabeth Street. The 
upgraded lights will be rearranged so red arrows hold vehicles in 
place as pedestrians cross the street. This improvement is part of 
wider safety upgrades being rolled out by TfNSW across the state. 
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Cleveland street isn't that bad, 
there are worse roads out there.  

The crash rate along Cleveland Street is more than twice the NSW 
Urban Road State Average. This crash rate is concerning and makes 
Cleveland Street one of Sydney's most dangerous roads.  

According to reported crash data gathered between 1 July 2013 and 
30 June 2018, more than 50% of all accidents at the five intersections 
in our proposal involved either rear end crashes or crashes where a 
vehicle was turning right. Removing the ability for vehicles to turn 
right is the most effective way to increase safety at these 
intersections. 

Over the last decade the NSW Government has made attempts to 
improve safety on Cleveland Street by lowering the speed limit, 
increasing traffic light visibility, installing pedestrian fencing and other 
measures. Despite these improvements we still believe the crash rate 
is too high.  

Removing the right turns at the proposed intersections and reducing 
the speed limit are effective ways to improve safety for motorists, 
cyclists and pedestrians who use this stretch of Cleveland Street 
every day.  

Pedestrians and cyclists are at 
fault for the safety issues, why are 
drivers being penalised. 

Our data shows Cleveland Street to be one of the State's most 
dangerous roads, with a crash rate twice as high as the NSW Urban 
Road State Average. Almost 80 per cent of the crashes on this 
corridor happen at intersections with traffic lights, in part because 
road users weave in and out of traffic or come to a sudden stop in 
heavy traffic. 

According to reported crash data gathered between 1 July 2013 and 
30 June 2018, more than 50% of all accidents at the five intersections 
in our proposal involved either rear end crashes or crashes where a 
vehicle was turning right. 

Over the last decade the Transport has made attempts to improve 
safety on Cleveland Street by lowering the speed limit, increasing 
traffic light visibility, installing pedestrian fencing and other measures. 
Despite these improvements we still believe the crash rate is too high 
with almost 80 per cent of the crashes on this corridor on this corridor 
happening at intersections with traffic lights.  

Removing the right turns at the proposed intersections and reducing 
the speed limit are effective ways to improve safety for motorists, 
cyclists and pedestrians who use this stretch of Cleveland Street 
every day.  

Can you provide more information 
about how this road compares to 
other similar roads in NSW? I 
would like to better understand 
the crash data. 

 

Investigations carried out by TfNSW show there were 217 reported 
accidents, resulting in 42 serious injuries and one fatality on 
Cleveland Street between 2014 and 2019.  

Cleveland Street has a crash rate twice as high as the NSW Urban 
Road State Average. This crash rate is concerning and makes 
Cleveland Street one of Sydney's most dangerous roads. Removing 
the right turns at the proposed intersections and reducing the speed 
limit are effective ways to improve safety for motorists and 
pedestrians who use this stretch of Cleveland Street every day.  
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Other promised benefits in the 
document include improved travel 
reliability, reduced congestion on 
Cleveland Street and reduced 
congestion on local roads. Yet 
Transport staff said this will not 
get any more traffic through 
Cleveland Street, because 
Regent St and South Dowling St 
are the controlling intersections. 

We will continue to work closely with the City of Sydney Council to 
address your feedback. We try to minimise impacts on local 
communities wherever possible while also balancing the project 
purpose to deliver safety improvements Cleveland Street.  

The crash rate along Cleveland Street is more than twice the NSW 
Urban Road State Average. This crash rate is concerning and makes 
Cleveland Street one of Sydney's most dangerous roads.  

Removing the right turns at the proposed intersections and reducing 
the speed limit are effective ways to improve safety for motorists, 
cyclists and pedestrians who use this stretch of Cleveland Street 
every day.  

Lowering the speed limit to 40km p/h will ensure motorists maintain a 
more consistent speed between traffic lights. Removing the right 
turns will also remove the long queues of vehicles that turn right, in 
turn reducing the number of vehicles that weave in and out of traffic 
and cause the cars in the left lane to come to a sudden stop. Both of 
these changes will encourage a smoother flow of traffic and decrease 
congestions as a result. The primary benefit of these changes is to 
improve safety along Cleveland Street, not increase the volume of 
cars using it, however benefits to traffic flow will also be realised.  

In response to community feedback and concern we are carrying out 
additional traffic monitoring and noise assessments in the side streets 
off Cleveland Street in the work area. This is in line with around half 
of respondents, that live local, being most concerned about the 
increase in traffic and safety impacts on local roads. 

We will also continue to monitor traffic congestion and safety in the 
area and work with council to make changes if necessary. 
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CONCERNS ABOUT THE REMOVAL OF RIGHT HAND TURN INTO BOURKE 
STREET 

ISSUE RESPONSE 

It will encourage rat running, 
particularly in the streets around 
Bourke Street Primary School. 

Our data shows Cleveland Street to be one of the State's most 
dangerous roads, with a crash rate twice as high as the NSW State 
average. Almost 80 per cent of the crashes on this corridor on this 
corridor happen at intersections with traffic lights, in part because 
road users weave in and out of traffic or come to a sudden stop in 
heavy traffic. 

Removing the right turns and reducing the speed limit are effective 
ways to improve safety for motorists, cyclists and pedestrians who 
use this stretch of Cleveland Street every day. 

Our studies show that around one in eight people travelling on 
Cleveland Street turn right. The right turn from Cleveland Street into 
Bourke Street is used by around 70 vehicles per hour in the AM and 
PM peak based on traffic counts from 2019. For most of the roads in 
the area, these extra vehicles are unlikely to cause a safety risk.  

However, we have heard the concerns from the local community. In 
addition to the original analysis which informed this project, and in 
response to community feedback, we will be carrying out further 
traffic and noise studies as part of our environmental approvals. We 
will pay specific attention to local roads like Mort Street where Bourke 
Street Primary School is located to ensure there are no unintended 
traffic or safety issues as a consequence of the proposed safety 
improvements.  

We will continue to work closely with the City of Sydney Council to 
investigate further safety improvements for the local area. 

Removing the right hand turn at 
Bourke Street will impact local 
businesses and force them to 
close. 

Our proposed changes will improve safety, make active transport a 
more attractive option to local road users, ensuring a steady flow of 
pedestrians seeking restaurants, cafes and unique shopping 
experiences on Bourke Street. Locals and visitors to the area will be 
able to safely access and enjoy the local restaurants, cafés and 
shopping experiences. 

Access to all parts of Redfern and Surry Hills will be maintained. Our 
suggested detours should only add a few minutes to each journey. 
We will work closely with the City of Sydney Council to monitor 
vehicle movements in the area and ensure safety is continually 
improved. 
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The current intersection works 
fine, I don't see the need to 
change it. 

Our data shows Cleveland Street to be one of the State's most 
dangerous roads, with a crash rate twice as high as the NSW State 
average. Almost 80 per cent of the crashes on this corridor happen at 
intersections with traffic lights, in part because road users weave in 
and out of traffic or come to a sudden stop in heavy traffic. 

Of the four intersections where we propose the removal of the right 
hand turn, Bourke Street has the second highest rate of reported 
crashes, with 26% of all crashes occurring here.  

 

CONCERNS ABOUT THE REMOVAL OF RIGHT HAND TURN INTO CROWN 
STREET 

ISSUE RESPONSE 

Removing the right hand turn at 
Crown Street will push more 
traffic onto down quiet local roads, 
many of which are one way 
streets, and cause safety 
problems for local residents and 
their children.  It will encourage 
rat running, particularly in Boronia 
Lane. 

Our data shows Cleveland Street to be one of the State's most 
dangerous roads, with a crash rate twice as high as the NSW State 
average. Almost 80 per cent of the crashes on this corridor happen at 
intersections with traffic lights, in part because road users weave in 
and out of traffic or come to a sudden stop in heavy traffic.  

Removing the right turns and reducing the speed limit are effective 
ways to improve safety for motorists and pedestrians who use this 
stretch of Cleveland Street every day.  

Our studies show that around one in eight people travelling on 
Cleveland Street turn right. The busiest intersection, the right turn 
from Cleveland Street into Crown Street, is used by around 250 
vehicles an hour, or four cars a minute, in the AM and PM peak 
based on traffic counts from 2019. For most of the roads in the area, 
these extra vehicles are unlikely to cause a safety risk.  
Motorists turning right from Cleveland into Crown Street are expected 
to continue along South Dowling or Cleveland Streets to their 
destination. 

However, we have listened the concerns of the local community. In 
addition to the original analysis which informed this project, we will be 
carrying out further traffic monitoring and noise studies as part of our 
environmental approvals. We will pay specific attention to local roads 
like Boronia Lane to ensure there are no unintended traffic or safety 
issues as a consequence of the proposed safety improvements. 
Currently Boronia Lane has several traffic calming treatments 
including a continuous footpath treatment/raised entry at the Bourke 
Street, a speed cushion and a contra flow cyclist lane. The narrow 
nature of the lane also limits speeding. 
 
We will continue to work closely with the City of Sydney Council to 
investigate further safety improvements for the local area. 
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Removing the right hand turn at 
Crown Street will make it harder 
for me to get home and to work 
each day 

We acknowledge the proposal will disrupt the way customers move 
around their suburb. We try to minimise impacts on local communities 
wherever possible while also balancing the project purpose to deliver 
safety improvements Cleveland Street. However, removing the right 
turns and reducing the speed limit are effective ways to improve 
safety for motorists and pedestrians who use this stretch of Cleveland 
Street every day. 

Despite the removal of these turns, access to all parts of Redfern and 
Surry Hills will be maintained. Our suggested detours should only add 
a few minutes to each journey but improve safety for the 49,000 daily 
motorists, pedestrians and cyclists.  

We will work closely with the City of Sydney Council to monitor 
vehicle movements in the area and ensure safety is continually 
improved. 

The current intersection works 
fine, I don't see the need to 
change it  

Our data shows Cleveland Street to be one of the State's most 
dangerous roads, with a crash rate twice as high as the NSW State 
average. This crash rate is concerning and makes Cleveland Street 
one of Sydney's most dangerous roads.  

According to reported crash data gathered between 1 July 2013 and 
30 June 2018, more than 50% of all accidents at the five intersections 
in our proposal involved either rear end crashes or crashes where a 
vehicle was turning right. 29 crashes occurred at the intersection of 
Cleveland Street and Crown Street which is almost half of the 62 
crashes that occurred at the five intersections in this section of 
Cleveland Street.  

Over the last decade the NSW Government has made attempts to 
improve safety on Cleveland Street by lowering the speed limit, 
increasing traffic light visibility, installing pedestrian fencing and other 
measures. Despite these improvements we still believe the crash rate 
is too high.  

Removing the right turns at the proposed intersections and reducing 
the speed limit are effective ways to improve safety for motorists and 
pedestrians who use this stretch of Cleveland Street every day.  

Removing the right hand turn at 
Crown Street will mean more 
people trying to access the shops 
will park on my street 

We do not expect the changes to impact on parking in the local area. 
We acknowledge the proposal will disrupt the way customers move 
around their suburb however we try to minimise impacts on local 
communities wherever possible while also balancing the project 
purpose to deliver safety improvements Cleveland Street. 

The crash rate along Cleveland Street is more than twice the NSW 
Urban Road State Average. This crash rate is concerning and makes 
Cleveland Street one of Sydney's most dangerous roads. Removing 
the right turns and reducing the speed limit are the most effective 
ways to improve safety for motorists, cyclists and pedestrians who 
use this stretch of Cleveland Street every day. 

We will work closely with the City of Sydney Council to monitor 
vehicle movements in the area and ensure safety is continually 
improved. 
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Removing the right hand turn at 
Crown Street will impact local 
businesses and force them to 
close 

We acknowledge the proposal may disrupt the way some road users 
move in and around their suburb. We try to minimise impacts on local 
communities wherever possible while also balancing the purpose of 
the project which is to improve safety for all road users of Cleveland 
Street.  

Removing the right turns and reducing the speed limit are effective 
ways to improve safety for motorists, cyclists and pedestrians who 
use this stretch of Cleveland Street every day. 

Despite the removal of these turns, access to all parts of Redfern and 
Surry Hills will be maintained. Our suggested detours should only add 
a few minutes to each journey. We will work closely with the City of 
Sydney Council to monitor vehicle movements in the area and ensure 
safety is continually improved.  

Our proposed changes will improve safety, make active transport a 
more attractive option to local road users. Locals and visitors to the 
area will be able to safely access and enjoy the local restaurants, 
cafes and shopping experiences. 

Closure of the right turn at Crown 
and Cleveland Streets could 
prevent 1.2 right turn accidents 
per year, but at a cost of diverting 
up to 160-240 cars per hour to the 
Boronia Lane cycle way crossing 
where there have already been 2 
serious injuries in the last 5 years. 

Our studies show that around one in eight people travelling on 
Cleveland Street turn right. The busiest movement, the right turn from 
Cleveland Street into Crown Street, is used by around 250 vehicles 
an hour, or four cars a minute, in the AM and PM peak based on 
traffic counts from 2019.  

As outlined in our communications, the detour routes provided are 
suggestions only. As we cannot know where every journey is starting, 
or ending. Individuals will make their own personalised choices about 
moving in and around their suburb.  
However, we have listened the concerns of the local community. In 
addition to the original analysis which informed this project, we will be 
carrying out further traffic monitoring and noise studies as part of our 
environmental approvals. We will pay specific attention to local roads 
like Boronia Lane to ensure there are no unintended traffic or safety 
issues as a consequence of the proposed safety improvements.  

Currently Boronia Lane has several traffic calming treatments 
including a continuous footpath treatment/raised entry at Bourke 
Street, a speed cushion and a contra flow cyclist lane. The narrow 
nature of the lane also limits speeding. However, we will continue to 
work closely with the City of Sydney Council to investigate further 
safety improvements for the local area.  
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CONCERNS ABOUT THE REMOVAL OF RIGHT HAND TURNS INTO 
YOUNG, WILTON AND WALKER STREETS 

ISSUE RESPONSE 

Removing these right hand turns 
will push more traffic onto local 
roads and cause safety problems 
for local residents. 

Our studies show that around one in eight people travelling on 
Cleveland Street turn right. The busiest movement, the right turn from 
Cleveland Street into Crown Street, is used by around 250 vehicles 
an hour, or four cars a minute, in the AM and PM peak based on 
traffic counts from 2019. For most of the roads in the area, these 
extra vehicles are unlikely to cause a safety risk.  
 
However, we have listened the concerns of the local community. In 
addition to the original analysis which informed this project, we will be 
carrying out further traffic monitoring and noise studies as part of our 
environmental approvals. We will pay specific attention to local roads 
like Mort Street and Boronia Lane to ensure there are no unintended 
traffic or safety issues as a consequence of the proposed safety 
improvements.  
 
We will continue to work closely with the City of Sydney Council to 
investigate further safety improvements for the local area.  
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CONCERNS ABOUT THE REDUCTION OF THE SPEED LIMIT TO 40KM/H 

ISSUE RESPONSE 

Lowering the speed limit to 40km 
p/h along Cleveland Street will 
increase congestion and travel 
times 

Lowering the speed limit on a busy road like Cleveland Street will not 
necessarily lead to increased congestion or longer travel times. On a 
busy road like Cleveland Street a 40km p/h speed limit should allow 
motorists to maintain a more consistent speed. There should also be 
less incentive for road users to weave in and out of traffic once the 
turns are removed. Overall, this should increase traffic flow and make 
journeys more reliable.  

The NSW Government is funding this project as part of the NSW 
Safer Roads Program to improve road safety for all road users. The 
crash rate along Cleveland Street is more than twice the NSW Urban 
Road State Average. This crash rate is concerning and makes 
Cleveland Street one of Sydney's most dangerous roads. 

Removing the right turns at the proposed intersections and reducing 
the speed limit are effective ways to improve safety for motorists, 
cyclists and pedestrians who use this stretch of Cleveland Street 
every day.  

We will continue to monitor traffic congestion and safety in the area 
and work with council to make changes if necessary. 

Cleveland Street is slow already 
and there wouldn't be much 
benefit to lowering the speed 

Our analysis has shown there are significant safety benefits to 
lowering the speed limit from 50km/h to 40km/h. If a car hits a 
pedestrian at 50 km/h, the impact is twice more likely to kill the 
pedestrian than if the car had been travelling at 40 km/h. 

The collision data we analysed shows a spread of incidents across 
the day. The only time with no incidents was between 3am and 6am, 
with spikes around lunch time and between 7pm and midnight. As 
accidents are occurring across a wide range of times, we believe 
Cleveland Street is a safety risk even out of peak hours. 

We are also guided by the NSW government’s Future Transport 
Strategy which prioritises pedestrian safety in order to enhance the 
liveability of our communities.  
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CONCERNS ABOUT REINSTATING THE LEFT TURN AT BAPTIST STREET 

ISSUE RESPONSE 

The change will encourage U-
turns for people wanting to go up 
Crown Street and decrease safety 
in the area, even more dangerous 
in light of the development of 
Surry Hills Village 

Our studies show that around one in eight people travelling on 
Cleveland Street turn right. The busiest movement, the right turn from 
Cleveland Street into Crown Street, is used by around 250 vehicles 
an hour, or four cars a minute, based on traffic counts from 2019. For 
most of the roads in the area, these extra vehicles are unlikely to 
cause a safety risk.  

Furthermore, Baptist Street is marked by double unbroken lines, 
making a U-turn an illegal manoeuvre. You can contact Surry Hills 
Police Station on (02) 9265 4144 to report customers disobeying road 
rules and other hazardous behaviour. 

However, we have listened the concerns of the local community In 
addition to the original analysis which informed this project, and in 
response to community feedback, we will be carrying out further 
traffic and noise studies as part of our environmental approvals. We 
will pay specific attention to local roads like Baptist Street to ensure 
there are no unintended traffic or safety issues as a consequence of 
the proposed safety improvements.  

We will continue to work closely with the City of Sydney Council to 
investigate further safety improvements for the local area. 
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CONCERNS ABOUT THE SUGGESTED DETOUR ROUTES 

ISSUE RESPONSE 

The suggested detour 
routes shown on the 
February Community 
update are misleading. 
Some of these detour 
routes are not the shortest 
way to travel, it is likely 
people will rat run via other 
smaller local roads. 

As outlined in our communications, the detour routes provided are 
suggestions only. As we cannot know where every journey is starting, or 
ending. Individuals will make their own personalised choices about moving 
in and around their suburb. 

We will continue to work closely with the City of Sydney Council to 
investigate further safety improvements for the local area. We are aware of 
concerns about safety and in addition to the original analysis which 
informed this project, we will be carrying out further traffic monitoring and 
noise studies as part of our environmental approvals. We will pay specific 
attention to local roads like Boronia Lane and Mort Street to ensure there 
are no unintended traffic or safety issues as a consequence of the proposed 
safety improvements. 

The most effective way to reduce the risk of accidents on this part of 
Cleveland Street is by removing right hand turns that causes unsafe driver 
behaviour as motorist weave in and out of traffic. The crash rate along 
Cleveland Street is more than twice the NSW Urban Road State Average. 
This crash rate is concerning and makes Cleveland Street one of Sydney's 
most dangerous roads. 

FEEDBACK REGARDING COMMUNICATIONS 

ISSUE RESPONSE 

The survey is misleading 
and biased 

The survey focused on the safety improvements to Cleveland Street and 
the proposed changes in this project. It was never intended to be a general 
review of transport in the area. However there was an open text area in the 
survey where respondents could freely provide feedback and comments. 
Community members were also provided with other channels to provide 
feedback such as the phone or email. All feedback received during the 
consultation period has informed this report. 

The information contained in this report expresses without prejudice the 
opinions and views of community members and survey respondents as 
provided during consultation. 

The consultation was too 
short and inadequate for a 
major project like this 

A two week consultation window is standard practice for projects of this size 
at Transport. 

Consultation reached local community members and transient out of area 
Cleveland Street road users. A combination of paid traditional, digital and 
social media platforms used achieved an audience reach of 93,283. There 
was a high level of engagement with an engagement rate of 5.2%, with 
4,868 community members making contact with the project via email, 
phone, website and survey responses. 
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The proposal was not 
widely publicised 

The community update was distributed to over 39,000 homes, businesses 
and organisations in the suburbs surrounding Cleveland Street. Due to the 
large volume of addresses, the distribution team took over three days to 
complete delivery. Some letterboxes were in security buildings which were 
inaccessible at the time. Australia Post was used to distribute to these 
addresses. The community notification was complemented by social media 
posts on Facebook and a media release distributed to our regular roster of 
Sydney news outlets. Stories were generated by Daily Telegraph, Sydney 
Morning Herald and 7NEWS which has a state-wide audience reach. 

Why have you not 
consulted with council on 
these changes 

Our project team consulted with staff at the City of Sydney Council and we 
attend the council traffic committee that meets every month. The proposal 
was reviewed and discussed over the course of 2020. The decision to 
include a proposed decrease of the speed limit to 40km/h was made in 
conjunction with the City of Sydney Council to improve safety along 
Cleveland Street. 

We are concerned that the 
process followed by 
Transport while developing 
the project are not 
contributing to genuine 
safety outcomes for the 
community. 

We employ a holistic process while developing infrastructure projects. While 
benefit cost ratio (BCR) modelling does determine a projects eligibility, other 
factors are considered including the safety performance index (SPI) to 
ensure the desired outcome is achieved. Transport for NSW conducts site 
visits, closely analyses traffic and crash data, considers flow on effects and 
works collaboratively with key stakeholders such as Council, Police and the 
community as part of this process. 

The consultation process requires us to listen to all feedback and comments 
provided to then be considered as part of the project with findings reported 
back in this consultation report. We have followed this process and in direct 
response to community feedback will be conducting further investigations to 
help inform the project which demonstrates the validity of this process. We 
will continue to keep community members informed as the project 
progresses, directly if subscribed to our database, by mail and using social 
media platforms. 

The crash rate along Cleveland Street is more than twice the NSW Urban 
Road State Average. This crash rate is concerning and makes Cleveland 
Street one of Sydney's most dangerous roads. Removing the right turns at 
the proposed intersections and reducing the speed limit are effective ways 
to improve safety for motorists, cyclists and pedestrians who use this 
stretch of Cleveland Street every day.  
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4.2.1 Out of scope 

Feedback received that was out of scope was received from 80 respondents, who 
made comments about: 

 general issues, ideas and questions 
 light rail   
 Surry Hills Village redevelopment 
 cycling 

These queries are directed back to the scope of work. 

Other work to improve safety and network efficiency in the surrounding area may be 
considered in future. 
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5 The outcome 

We have listened to the community, reviewed traffic modelling and safety statistics to 
find Cleveland Street, between City Road, Camperdown and Anzac Parade, Moore 
Park needs safety improvements to bring it in line with current safety standards. 

As a result of community feedback, we will undertake additional traffic counts and 
noise assessments in the side streets off Cleveland Street in the work area. This is in 
line with around half of respondents, that live local, being most concerned about the 
increase in traffic and safety impacts on local roads. 

As a result of community feedback we are further investigating the Bourke Street 
congestion issues generated from the bus stop at the intersection and the right hand 
turn.  

We will continue to inform the community as investigations continue and work with 
key stakeholders such as the City of Sydney. 
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6 Appendix A: Survey questions 

 

 

I I 

Safety improvements 10 Cleveland Street, Surry Hills 2. l/\lhich oomrmmity group.ls do you iden!ify wioh? Select all mac apply 

Si.rm)' st.tits Fi,"'1, D loc;,I bU!liness CPMlet" - • L..iweinllt!~..ul!ZI 

0 f WD1i: a, th1t ;irea fbui M ~en,,) 
CLOSED: Thi:5 SUN!!1 has OOfdJded... 

• PY.isitthl!l~(lD'5ho.p.~t~d5ft:...} 

AJ &!kl~m.zk.ls::l with an a5te13k j • t af'e! required.. 
0 I lr.:!vt!f lhrough the se::i 

1. Whaii is yoor pos!code? • oo,., (pl'ao"" ,p,oafy) 

~ add ftJUr mrtlrnat ll hl!n!I ... 

D/255 

I 
I 

3. HO'li'I' do you rypica~l y travel through tlie area? Select: all that apply. 4. Wha1 aie :,our main c•ncerns about Cle·1eland street? S~cr. all that 
apply. 

• W.lk 
D R~uci"'='~ 

• c,.,. 
• P'eiz!.1ri.,11gfat~ 

• ~~:=;!!cl:,nrd 

• Cyclm .-y 
• Byar 

D lf'ZI"'~ Im~ fdehtrs l 

• By truck 
• Side !5!n!!el U'llffic C:Dllge"SliD'l 

• Wli~moblity!ll:DCRl"cr!!iimbr 

• 8fad.ed lraffic:: Imm ILrTU"IU' ~hides 

• Putiic D.s!SJD'1 ('such as b~ ~sl 

• ~r.i; 11ctl 2'!ing cGIII'.!' 'ff!tiides 'M1er1 hann91 

D OU,s ("'"'"" ,,_;fy) 
D Drr«ir bl!h.MOUr 

• l.li:!ffte now ~!IW'II' mc:rvngi} 

• 00,S (lieo,e ,p,oafy) 

I 
I 

5. 1/Vha;, dri,..e:r behawiour have yau obs·erved on Cleveland Street? Select 
6. Whia: ped,estrian behavj• ur h-a'l'e yo obr.=.erved on Ck!veland Streei? all Iha! apply. 

Select all that apply. 

D Dnwrs 11ct 5e111VJg ped~bi;:m-s, when llllnng: 11::!fl. 
D Ped!lslrizlm :sleppi~ Cllll onra the- mad 

D Dnw!!irs nat !Selling pn;:ll!!Stn:;:m~ when t.nng,V,1 
D Ped!r.ilriiirB no1 5eeW'IQ dmoers tunEg Id!: 

D Driwrs net se!!:11119 olh~ ..-ehldes 'lat,en twringi • Padt!!51rii!f'B no!I !5Celll9 ,dm,er-s \urning ri,#11 

• Driwerscll~1111"911~mdaes!5/y D Pa~!51rii!rB py walki~ 

D Oriwrsqueueiffl9~rl~ D ~!:lnzlm aor..saig :t!JiZ1inst !hi! lf:lh.ts 

D OlimrshinangDnrl!'dl~ 

D D~~bf~g stn:t:::l~ty 

• si-w ... 

8. ~a:.;et us why you do:n1t thi k the plaJ·u1.-ed rig:h i tum removals vron't 
improve safe ty. 

P&!.:!~add'fOIJ""CCRTT111!!nlher~- -

I 
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g_ 40kmlh urban 1im· is part of a 11atianvvide s ira t,egy to improve- safe ty for 
areas identified .as high risk as the, have " high le, o · J03d lraffi:c an<l 
pedestrian activity road users "nciuaing pedestrians . 

Would you agree that C leveland Sore et is :a busy C BD zone with high 
levels of ur.affic including sm a~ suburban shoppi ng slrips a.nd high 
pe destrian lraffic area? 

OV= 

®No 

0 Noulral 

11. How dicl ymr hear about thrs questionn.ai e'> Please seleco I at appl~. 

• Socizil metiz mfvffi 51ng 

D Fmm 11"1)' b:a cnundl 

• Fmm ii bt..11 CD11TI11•11ty l:JDUP 

I 

I 
I 

rn. From ihe planned cha.n1,e-s to C eveland Stree~ wha! do yo ihink will 
belllefit the commu niey. Select on,e or a~ tha, apply. 

Please provide your preferred method of coolact for Mure project 
updates. Yoo can select more lhan one method. 

12. First name 

13. asi n.ame 

Pie~ .idd your c:,armn,'ll hm-a .. 

14. Business name (if appf,cableJ 

Pfii!!::!St!:uid')'OW'"ci::wmt1mtillen!' ... 

15. Email 

HI. a,stal address 

17. Phone n urnber 

1s. l,fobile number (for text message-.s) 

"""' 

DQr.5 

llt2!j5 

I 

I 
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These next queslions relate lo 1he information and communication we 
have prrnrided to )'Oil dwing 1he coosullaticm. Your feedtlack is val t1ahle 
and will help us to improve lulure consullalions_ 

19'. OLrt of five .:-tars. how d.o you rate the informatia t:nat was provide<! ro 
you about this projeci? 

2 . O-..e.ra ll, hmv s.3;tisfied are you •Mth the options. 1hat 3Je av aiJable to 
provide your 'eed back? 

-
21 . Please share any other comments or ideas you thave on hO'l.v we can 

I p -ave our information a.nd corn unica an with che comm nity. 

Privacy Policy 

PH-..1 lllormoboo c~aeclloo tla~"8: Tran,parl le,: NSW i• CDITTTiillad ;, prolJ:!:l>Jg )<Kl 

pri1ll'tC)' M1d l!J15.mng 'Ji'Ol.11" ~ .md hl2tlh stfcrmnJmn i5 ma,~5:1 m::.a::,Rfing le Law. 

Fird aul ..,TI)' we CDlnd. your ~r..onnl inFommtmn and how 111~ IJ5£! .m-w:l ms1~ ii hy m.,iing DID" 

privxy 'Sia'l~l m w:ww.lmn~p:.in.lt."S'll·.g,.:i~u.lpriv-Jcy,:sl:!l:-r.mer.'it m- phone 1l 22 1'3- m request 211 

CIY.l:t -

Ill -
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7 Appendix B: Media release (online version) 

 

 

 

In ersection upgrades to boos safety on Cleveland 
Street on t he way 
23 February 2021 

ecomd r a 

esda 1 16 =et, C "0 b so esoa, 

ng 

,.. r ore 1 • ·eG ge 
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8 Appendix C: Community update 

Front and back pages: 

 

Inside page: 
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9 Appendix D: Community update distribution 
area 

 

The community update was distributed by letterbox drop to residents and businesses 
in the following area: 
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10 Appendix E: Stakeholder email 

 

• tendlease 

1:qca ,,.,,,..,~ 

Cleveland Street safety improvements 

TrJn$pcrt for NSW 115 maldno w1~ rnp,~ 10 6ve .iterutb0n5 on ~nd 

Svtt bttwetn 8ourllt SU-ftt •~ Etlabllh Strftt. Surry Hills, 

To lnlo«N• salt on ll'IIS busy comoor Tran-soon wa upgrade int tta lights a1 frve, 

1nters1tC110ns and remov-e ~ aolity for vehlde$ to tum oghl from ewv,1.nd sire111n~ 

• '8ourt.l SUHl wnen trl'ft,9rl,g t n l lO'Nll'OI Mooce par'( 

• Crown Strett wt'ltn travtlling wt:51 tawards Remtm 

• Yooog Slree.t when tr.ave:lng east l0'HtOS Moore P.nt 

• Wlhon .no Walker Strttll r, boCh Ol"tdiont 

RllfflO'Mg &l'IUI l"IQl"lt ltims lis 11\e mosl tfftd!Yt .,,,..., 10 irnprowi Sll'tt"; fOr aJ road uurs 

inelJCing ~mans and eyCls!s TIit Changes snculd al$0 ntlP 10 teducfl aw"19estJOn 
:and imprOVI!! lrilffic fklW pr<Mdng rehtf ro c,rw .a9.000 ocmrnuters U\at ~ a1onQ tf'IL'S 

rouc,evervdiy 

Al tad'! Of lM Wl:erudlons abovt .,,,.. d IISO be adding: It nancs ILl'n INOWS (0 1M lflffle 

iglns. The li;til tml.nvs wil be aminged so lhe red ~ow hclds v~ an otace """

p,e0e$tnill$ Cfr:)55 the :s.tre" 

Al mt ~ in:trttCtlCWI WMrlll Ewbt:h Sttttt crosus atvtland StrMt. wt wt! add 

ILJtnng ilJJONS and uoorade an O'l'1!11'ead tr.Ille tlgh1 posl lo mW tf'lt ~ ea$1@! 10 t ~ 

oii1;jll ~iinc.e 

Wt art $)4'0~ifl,; U'ft111 DOlti\tllJ artlfflllvt fOIIIS ao MIO road U$er1 access wtlOn 

W.alker, Yomo, Crown and Bounce tbt'& o~ tM ri;l'II tims are removed. 

Tofte "'' sugge51t0 oe101.n 0ftlY' IJllinitilV. we~ rt'ildtnti 10 tclmdy Int rou:es 

wnlCb btst http tntm 0I1 rrom A 10 s Mott allOd. trttse can bt IOund"' tM rua 

Corn,ni.nity Upcat& Dy <Atlm'IO me 11\IC D@IIM 

DOWNI..OAD COMMUNllY UPDATE 

S.JOft Wt- UPClfadt Ult trafl"te IIOl'ttS In HflY 2021, Wl'd likt to near mort .tboU1 now 

you u.s& Cltvtl.111\d 5UM1 al'ld any c:Mtmen1i you mighl Nave. 

EIWiiliihfdi 
Emal CINeland@JfJv.com.au 

Phone 1800 314 705 
POJtll eocrn1 CMYeland Strfft Pro.ltCt, PO Box .380,, Rodldllt, NSW 2211> 

You can Ind more lnlonnat!Cn aboul our prOfl!Cl on me TfHSW Webs.de. 

I/ISlT PROJECT WEBSITE 
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11 Appendix F: Website sample 

 

https://www.rms.nsw.gov.au/projects/cleveland-st-surry-hills-safety-
improvements/index.html  

 

XXXX 

Roads Mant,me 

C _,. 

_._,., IJ D , A ,. 

Roads and Maritime 

Business & Industry About us Contact us 

Cleveland Street, Surry Hills safety improvements 
'"'f1 ... .:po . ~ •,sw ~ -n1: r.g s.'t:y , lYO'>tTt,.u :o a .. ~w.-.o S-.·tt:. or."-'1¥' C .y ~ Ci.--rotraow 1r-o .. '".:it 

=) .. Kt 1-00ff :a_t 

Latest news 

nmeline 

--·-

Project information 

Background 

O.attt< 12021 

;· O'ir: "'CS~ 
ioad::~c:,:. 

• 1Gf .. , ·Co,.-...-., ... ~ !.t:.O'"' i: ,. e~ 

• ! fl ·C=--!-""-"''!)~::J* 

·••rt 

a...,,., 2 2021 

rac 2021 

•;Ct-..,..;e~;,- "O 

~'!lr"'o fli""=. r. :..t"l t' 
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12 Appendix G: Facebook posts 

 

Image of 18 February post (with video) 

 

 

Image of 25 February 

 

  

NSW 
NSW Roads~ 
Spo, sore 

Get to know our proposed safety upgrades to 
Cleveland Street here: nswroads.work/cleveland 

NSWROAOS.WORK/CLEVELAND 

Cleveland Street, Surry Hills [ LEARN MORE ] 

safety improvements 

NSW Roads 

Y.ihat do you th.ink abool our proposed sa cry 
upgrades o Cleveland Sneet?Take he S1..1rvey 
nswroads. work/clC!Vcland 

SWllO ~ WO CLl:V U 
Clt'Veland Street, Suny Hills 
safety improvements 

R[ l 
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13 Appendix H: Community Action Group survey 

 

Front cover and sample page from the Cleveland Street Action Group Community 
Consultation Report 

 

 

  

CLEVELAND STREET ACTION GROUP 
COMMUNITY CONSULTATION REPORT 

5 MARCH 2021 

PURPOSE OF THIS DOCUMENT 

CONTEXT 

• On Friday February 19'". residents of Surry HIiis and 
Redfern received a leaflet branded NSW Government 

and titled ·aeveland Street safety improvements" 

• This reaflet caused shock when it became clear that in 

fact the key chantes include removin,: key rleht lurns 
from Cleveland Street 

• Many fl!llt that the title of the document Wi!IS 

misleading,. and the online survey for feedback 

desl"1ed In a way that p,evented meanln&ful , .. ponse 

• It caused grave concern that the wording of the leaflet 
and website made it appear that the proposal was a 

fait accomptl. with only 2 weeks for feedback and a 
start date planned 

A COMMUNITY RESPONSE 

• Community dlseusslon Immediately focused on the 
safety implications of pushing traffic onto already 

dangerotJS s ide-streets 

• A Facebook group. Cleveland Street Action Group. was 

formed to ptovide a forum for members of the Surry 

Hills and Cleveland Street community. Just 10 days 

later the group has almost 400 membe~ 

• To obtain balanced feedback from the community on 

their views. an onllne survey was developed. To date 
more than 330 people have completed it 

This document Is a summary of their views, and 
other relevant facts that have come to light In the 
past 10 days. We submit It to ensure these views 

are heard In an otherwise opaque process. 
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14 Appendix I: Community Action Group – website 

https://sites.google.com/view/clevelandstreetactiongroup  

Web page samples: 

 

 

..,---~oM, ........... -

Your neighbours need your help. 

n..Mll'~.......,.,.ll~IO •-Y'N~IOClll'01,WCtioolOMwdSlrffllt'lloc lb.dltk.lllolntk. 
0-51.~St.Wallm!t-St.Wart.tqloa~~ 

Tilll ... ,......lnrM•r,ni;~llr.lbi!md51.illllfl51-:ll.lnl.Mllf151.Niebon51.'Jil:IPc,l51,l;lo!anla$1~1,n.. 

---- ... ----..... ----...--...---------...... -. .... ____ ,.,,_..,_ 

What you can do. 
,, ______________________________________________________ _,, 

Who are we? 

,.,_.,,~,,,Red!tffl--5',in'f .. "'tlOl\!lll'l~~-eci,gr-~~~""-.... Cll,II" 

a'llol' .. IO.clloOlatldlllloo,i"'~~«tt,fflc~ - U. ... •W.~lllltp,'CIIICINI .. 
~rw,-~lllilttueeQ,_..,.~lnclll~Md-c:hb'M. 

Tllit~MllxilllRti111bf~$tnm:~$mod~.--melolta1l.~~arl!I~ 

C-..~~~kmniEPlm,IEPDln-ln~ 
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15 Appendix J: Community Action Group - 
Facebook 

 

 

Cleveland Street Action group 

-~· ou, .. " JoMG,oup 

4bovtlh1> group 

a PrN..)lt: 

°"' ,.. .. 
c-, Yis,br• .,.,... , ... ·-0 lledfem • .,,, So111h V < 

Gon ~1 group 

0 H,sl-OfY 

ActM ty 
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w,;e IO O,e mlnl!.Ulr tor 1r,,5PO<t ,, 

Ol•laM9 wel>'Otm 

Tell )/O<JI r11Mdl a nd 
notO>bO.ir& 

about the '"""'° -
Cleveland Street Action group 

About 

l Mt group h .t ~ Cf'1:J ~ VI f ~ to h fil<•flt<otnMUll'k.ltj;Otl 

fX't (,~.ars,H ioW m.>d•to O;i,,oibtw;I $:r-.ill 

I ,od.x. 1;9•..o to .CO'-"'' pw hO--"' tc,t ""-Ola l."'9#\ 
2 R.M'l0t• ,a,l11Qt ! ti.att4 tMm, aaou u1..'tk d't,11,11~9 u.tttkw-:0SM1al 
t ,ifa iu.-i« 1a•.at<t"9 r,u NM d\l: •• c.anga,o:,n to, peopN .1no ~ts,'.) 

J Hold th ~ta Go•"'rtf'l""Ol'l.t to .U-0.af'\1 ro. :to• r-.:d.i.adl"9 f\.lWJ;) cl. 

'°"'..ilU.tbn 

I; .ap,,e.an ; h vr.<W\t.lf• •lr•,6y<Offln'lr:tad to corntrGnC• 1n t,._O. 
2021 .Ind tt-a ,u.uog-1 or tt>.: 9,0up • II 1>• to t«u .1 pauw- ro it• 
•Of\i to eNtlQ p,op.., C.Of'l"l!PWrlty e,o11~uc,n in Otdtir to,..,,,, 
.;f"d.fft.Vld w u•11irt l fl'lp,Kt1 or dt,\l1Uf'l9 tt"lffk ,n.;o NlfOlt 

r~~wlst,nu: Sffla\s 

a p,,.. ... 
ON, .... .-ib•n (,JI\ '"'M\O"s In tt1• g,o~ ll'ld ~ I~ Poll 

0 Y1s ibPe 

N'l)-Of'le UJ\ Ltd tJ\11, 91a..,p 

9 Rodfun, New South W•IH 

=:. C..nr .. .11 group 
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